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SECTION ONE | THE START 
Coming into senior year, I knew that I wanted to create a senior thesis project 
that reflected my artistry, and with that, one that combined all of my passions and 
expressed them as an artistic whole. Thus, my creation of my project first started with 
the idea of combining my passions: dance, design and public relations. Not only are 
these three areas of the entertainment industry that I enjoy and am passionate about, 
but they are also what I plan on pursuing as a career. I approached my senior thesis 
project as something that I thought would be useful for me and a test-run of what I 
plan to delve into post-graduation. Therefore, the main factor that influenced the 
creation of my thesis project was my future career path and creating something that I 
hope to do in the future. My ultimate future career goal is to be a creative director, 
thus I used my project as a “sample” of my artistic work that I would explore further 
after graduation.  
For my project, I wanted to go beyond simply choreographing a dance. I wanted to 
fully curate an event that would allow me to utilize and showcase my abilities in dance, 
performance, choreography, directing, graphic design, motion graphics/videography, 
music editing and public relations/advertising. to incorporate my passion for 
choreographing as well as performing. From this idea, Visual Mutations was born. 
Beyond a showcase and hybrid performance incorporating many different artistic 
elements and mediums, I wanted Visual Mutations to be an experience for the 
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audience that embodied my artistic expression fully in an explorative way. I wanted 
something fresh, new and captivatingly different than all of the other dance 
performances, especially ones that incorporated other artistic mediums, that I had ever 
seen. I wanted my project to be something very personal and uniquely me; therefore, I 
creatively directed and produced every aspect of my showcase.  
A. CHOREOGRAPHY  
Initially, I hoped to learn the process of what it would be like to creatively direct and 
produce a dance showcase. This project would be my first experience directing and 
producing a solo showcase and performance where I would have complete creative 
control, so I wanted to challenge myself to curate an experience that was very 
professional and one-of-a-kind. For the choreography portion of my thesis, I hoped to 
learn more about my personal creative process in developing a work. This would be 
the first time that I would be exploring my creative development collaboratively with a 
cast, so I hoped to learn how I work with a cast in rehearsals and lead as a creative 
director. Before this project, whenever I set pieces of work it would typically be me 
teaching the choreography that I had previously created and mainly to music with 
lyrics, but this project was totally different in that it was the first time I would create a 
piece with a modern approach. By modern approach, I mean pulling from the concept 
of creating a work that attempts to answer or solve a greater question, as well as 
technical aspects, such as setting a seven minute in-length work with the absence of 
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lyrics to avoid habitual choreographic patterns of using the lyrics to influence the 
movement. Thus, I wanted to explore a topic that was brought into light at my time at 
Loyola Marymount University (LMU): commercial dance versus concert dance.  
Before coming to LMU, I was not educated on the binaries of these two paths that 
dancers must choose when pursuing a professional dance career. During my course at 
LMU, I learned that there are many differences between pursuing a professional career 
in the commercial dance industry and pursuing a professional career in the concert 
dance industry. Not only is the aesthetic of these two industries completely different, 
but the way in which one approaches these industries is different as well. Where the 
commercial dance industry embodies a lot of African aesthetic that is more rhythmic, 
the concert dance industry embodies a lot of European aesthetic that is more technical. 
Where the commercial dance industry requires getting an agent and auditioning to get 
booked for a job, the concert dance industry requires networking with dance 
companies, taking their classes, auditioning to be in their company and touring with 
the same company for years. To me, there are aspects I love about both the 
commercial and concert dance industries. This is where my frustrated set in. I 
questioned why someone could not do and be both. Some lucky dancers and 
choreographers get to take part in both industries, but the concept of combining the 
two industries is still a far-fetched notion. Coming from a hip-hop background but 
studying dance in a rigorously academic and technical program, I wished to eliminate 
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this binary. I believe an informed, versatile body and a smart dancer can do both. I 
wondered why there has not been a mesh between these two worlds in a more 
accessible way. I questioned why commercial work, such as hip-hop, in general, is not 
artistically valued as concert work, such as modern or ballet.  
All of these questions in my head led me to approach my choreography with a 
modernistic approach in attempt to cohesively combine commercial or street aesthetic 
and concert aesthetic, where a versatile body and aesthetic could be valued 
equivalently. I wanted my choreography to be rooted in urban aesthetic, but approach 
the choreographic process differently to change how hip-hop is perceived to an 
audience. I also wanted to invite the audience in to share this experience, rather than 
have the fourth wall be a barrier. Approaching hip-hop in a way that was not only a 
new, different concept that is relevant and unexplored in the current dance industry 
but entirely different from any work I had ever done naturally came with some 
challenges. Firstly, I had never created a work with a modernistic approach. A great 
majority of my choreographic experiences prior to my project entailed me creating a 
piece or movements and then teaching it to a cast. For my thesis, collaborating with 
my cast during the creative process was a large part of creating my piece, so this was 
definitely a new concept and area of exploration for me. At times, I found it 
challenging to relay the ideas I had in my mind to my cast to have them explore with 
specific concepts. I was also challenged with finding ways to change how hip-hop is 
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performed and how it could be more artistically valued in a performative setting. 
Applying a modern approach to the urban aesthetic was not easy to do, but these 
challenges helped me learned tremendously about my personal creative progression 
and directing a cast. 
B. VISUAL 
In addition to choreography, I wanted to incorporate a visual aspect to my project 
to include my passion for graphic design. I wanted to create something visual that 
would play off of the concepts of my dance as well as the choreography. By doing so, I 
hoped to learn how one can incorporate design elements with dance, how design can 
relate to concepts explored in dance and how design can influence and/or alter how a 
dance is perceived. Initially, I planned on my thesis showcase being held in the Laband 
Art Gallery at LMU, which has blank, white walls that would be easy to project graphics 
onto. The first challenge was presented when I was denied the space because the 
gallery was booked for every weekend in March and April. This led to recreating my 
design concept into making a more live visual, moving from two-dimensional design to 
three-dimensional design through motion graphics. The next challenge I faced with this 
process was lack of experience with the motion graphics program I used to create the 
visuals, Adobe After Effects. Thus, I had to dive right into After Effects to teach myself 
the basics, which led to many late nights of frustration due to the tough translation 
from the vision in my mind to the product on my computer screen.  
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Additionally, I was challenged by the parameters of displaying my motion graphics 
in Strub Theater, where any live visuals can both make the stage turn into a black, 
confined hole and distract the audience, which is the opposite of what I was trying to 
do with my project. Thus, this challenged me to rethink when my motion graphics 
would be displayed, which altered how my piece would be perceived in comparison to 
what I initially had in mind. Initially, I planned on having visuals for the entirety of my 
piece, but once the challenge presented by the location change was faced, I decided 
to have my visuals projected before any of the dancing occurred so the audience 
would not have to choose between watching the dancers and watching the visuals. 
Additionally, I decided to create more of a title sequence aesthetic to my visuals with 
more videography and less abstract imagery. Thus, this altered the aesthetic of my 
visuals, as they moved from more simplistic, geometric-influenced landscapes to more 
fast-paced, complex graphics that displayed videography of each cast member. 
C. AUDIO 
After creating the concept for my thesis, I explored possible ideas for what music 
composition I could use. I wanted my audio to be just as unique as my choreography 
and reflect the concept of my thesis. I began to consider taking hip-hop music a bit out 
of it’s element, but still keep the track rooted in hip-hop, similar to the approach I took 
for my choreography. Finding a track in itself presented a challenge. I had many 
possibilities in my mind, but I am not a music producer so I could not relay this concept 
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musically. Initially, I considered simply using instrumental tracks of classic hip-hop 
songs and mixing them together, but I wanted my track to be unique and created 
solely for my project. After seeking out Maurice Tamraz, a close friend and music 
producer, the next challenge was attempting to explain my ideas and have him 
understand it well enough to relay the concept musically. A couple run-throughs of the 
track and the composition was settled, providing me a platform to express my 
concepts physically.  
Although I was thoroughly impressed and in love with how my track came out, I 
wanted my dancers to be more involved with my creative process, so I decided to 
interview them. Interviewing my dancers was an initial aspect I wanted to incorporate 
somehow within my thesis because I love hearing personal stories, but I was unsure in 
what way I wanted to incorporate these interviews within my thesis. I ended up 
deciding to fragment, chop and rearrange slices of their interviews and use it as audio. 
With this decision, I faced the challenge of determining how to cohesively place these 
interview audio clips in my thesis, as I already had my full seven-minute track that 
Maurice created for me. I decided that the best option was to have these interviews 
play continuously at the very beginning of my thesis showcase, while the audience 
walked in and sat down. I wanted to invite the audience in to the space in a way that 
made them feel like they had prior knowledge about these dancers on a personal level, 
which also follows my concept of breaking the fourth wall. I felt that this was a good 
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way to incorporate the personal stories from each of my cast members and to act as a 
way to allow the audience to understand the themes and concepts of my thesis, for my 
cast members each answered questions pertaining to my thesis. The challenge here 
lied in finding the time and space to schedule meeting times and interview each cast 
member, as scheduling during the semester is always an obstacle.  
D. INSTALLATION 
 The idea of incorporating an installation portion to my thesis sprouted later on in 
the course of my thesis. I had always planned for there to be some type of photoshoot 
of my cast because I wanted a visual for my thesis poster, but I did not expect a 
photography portion to inspire an installation. The main influence for my showcase to 
incorporate an installation was the location changed from the Laband Art Gallery to 
Strub Theater. Initially, I was going to have the dancers on stage as if they were statues 
as the audience entered, but this was not possible anymore, as the lobby is the first 
thing the audience would walk through upon entering the theater. Consequently, this 
gave me the idea to transform the lobby into an interactive installation. Many factors 
contributed to this decision. Firstly, I needed some type of display or filler in the lobby 
or else it would be an empty space. Secondly, I do not particularly like the aesthetic or 
interior design of the lobby currently so I wanted to transform the space into 
something that aesthetically and cohesively embodied my thesis. Lastly, I wanted to 
continue with the theme of breaking the fourth wall, making my showcase an 
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interactive experience and introducing the concepts of my thesis prior to the dancing 
portion. 
 After deciding to include an interactive installation, the challenge came when 
creating unique and interesting interactive pieces. Thankfully, I had interviewed my cast 
before this decision and one of the questions I asked them was if they could be a 
texture what would they be. Thus, I used each of their answers to create an interactive 
display of each of their textures. I wanted this installation to allow the audience to not 
only get to participate in the showcase but also to get a feel for texture as a concept by 
allowing them to explore with it firsthand.  
E. PUBLIC RELATIONS/PUBLICITY 
During the initial stages of my project, I had a tough time finding a way to 
incorporate dance, design and public relations cohesively. After taking an Events 
Management class Fall semester, I realized that putting on an event/showcase and 
creating the publicity tactics for my thesis would be the perfect way to tie in my passion 
for public relations. When creating this event, I realized that attracting a large crowd 
may be tough with a single thesis showcase, so Angelica Migliazza and I decided to 
combine our thesis showcases as a strategy to draw a larger attendance. The 
challenges I faced when creating this event were the logistics of the event, such as the 
time, place and location. A lot of these challenges were due to the fact that Angelica 
and I had to go through many people to get answers, which was a little frustrating and 
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time consuming. Without knowing a set time and date for our thesis showcase, we felt 
a little bit out of the loop and uncertain if we could actually pull off this event. It was 
very challenging to get a solid answer through the Theater Department because both 
of our thesis project’s incorporated visuals, which meant that the scrim would have to 
be down or else it would morph the visuals. Thus, our scheduled date was tentative for 
a long time because the Theater Department was wishy-washy on if they could squeeze 
in show between two shows and the Dance Department was unsure if the marley would 
be laid down and the lights hung for a performance. Working with a lot of unknowns, it 
was challenging to promote and publicize our event because we did not have anything 
officially set until about a month before the performance. We could not produce and 
advertise the publicity until we knew the logistics of the event. Additionally, it was a 
challenge to squeeze in the time to collect the material and make the showcase poster 








SECTION TWO | THE PROCESS 
As I ventured on my journey to creating my senior thesis project, I learned a lot 
about my creative processes. What made the procedure both challenging and 
enjoyable was immersing myself into so many artistic mediums, while learning about 
myself and my artistry on the way. For each aspect of my thesis, I had very different 
processes – some quick and easy, others more tedious and challenging. Nonetheless, I 
have grown tremendously and learned numerous valuable lessons that I will take with 
me beyond my college experience. 
A. CHOREOGRAPHY 
Moving from my thesis concept to actually creating movement, a huge inspiration 
of mine was Dana Foglia and her dancers. Everything from movement to style, I have 
been highly influenced by her artistry and choreography for a long time. She is 
someone I look up to because I feel that her style is very much what I value and love – 
a perfect blend of commercial and concert work. With a relatable aesthetic, I wanted to 
create something that was visually influenced by Dana Foglia, but unique to my 
concept and aesthetic. Thus, I approached the choreographic portion of my thesis, 
“rhythm/texture,” as a movement concept rooted in hip-hop, but one that I challenged 
with a modernistic approach in order to create something greater and more artistically 
intellectual than today's commercialized, industry hip-hop. 
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The first step in creating my choreographic aspect of my piece was acquiring a cast. 
When considering many dancers and friends as a part of my cast, I was very specific in 
who I wanted to work with. My first parameter when picking a cast was size; I knew I 
wanted a cast of less than 10 so it would be an easier when scheduling rehearsals and 
more intimate, and I like working with odd numbers, so I chose to have a cast of seven 
dancers. I wanted a cast that not only were very versatile and had a signature style, but 
also unique and confident individuals that were just as captivating off stage and they 
are on. And most importantly, I wanted a cast of dancers that I trusted and valued as 
artists and as individuals to share this special experience with. Thus, my piece was 
comprised of Anna Chorneyko, Justice Domingo, Sydney Franz, Kathleen Kenny, 
Angelica Migliazza, Hailey Transue and myself.  
The next step I took in creating my piece was listening to my personalized track 
over and over and over, brainstorming ideas in my head and creating scenes, 
movements, images, and the like in mind to start getting a feel for how the music 
inspired the feel for each rhythm variation. It was not until mid-January that I had the 
full mix completed, and during this time, I was directing and producing LMU’s 
IMPULSE Student Showcase, so I was not entirely focused on creative movement for 
my thesis until the beginning of February when we had our first rehearsal. Thus, the 
choreographic development for my first rehearsal was simply letting the music 
influence me without much research done at this time. 
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After listening to the track and my first rehearsal, I felt a little bit lost in my creative 
process because creating a piece completely different than what I was used to I found 
did not come so naturally to me. I was not able to use the lyrics as an influence 
because there were none (except for “work”), and I had yet to explore a truly modern 
approach to trying to answer a question and do something that had never quite been 
done before. The beginning phases of movement creating were definitely the most 
challenging aspects of my creative progression when choreographing. At this point, it 
was mid-February, and I only had around 45 seconds to a minute completed out of 
seven minutes. I was completely stuck in my head and thought that what I was creating 
would not live up to the potential it had on paper and in my mind. 
One afternoon in February, I decided that I just needed to clear my head, stop 
overthinking my choreography and let it come to me, so I decided to go outside, out 
my headphones in, lay in the sun, shut my eyes and let my track take over my 
consciousness. To my surprise, this is where the concept and theme of my 
choreographic portion of my project was created. As I listened to the many layers and 
multiple rhythmic changes within my track, I envisioned each section having its own 
feeling, but not only a feeling, but an environment what I would create movement 
from. If I wanted to take my audience into an experiential space when watching my 
performance, I would have to extend my ideas beyond tasks or ideas, but 
environments and atmospheres. As the music trickled from my headphones into my 
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ears, I felt different textures throughout the rhythms that were being played. Through 
this, I decided to use the two concepts of rhythm and texture to explore with 
throughout my choreographic process. I chose rhythm and texture specifically because 
these are two qualities of the urban dance aesthetic that are particularly highlighted. 
Rhythm is something that is heard, while texture is something that is seen and/or felt, 
so finding ways to embody these who concepts would allow me to have a more 
directional focus and parameters to work with for my choreographic development. 
After this realization, I felt a lot better about where my choreography was headed, 
for at least I had a clear direction and idea of what concepts I wanted to explore with. 
From this point, I created a skeleton for what I wanted my piece to follow because 
there were specific sections within my track that I envisioned different landscapes with 
textures to explore with. I also envisioned specific moods and colors for each section, 
that would then translate into my actual performance aesthetic when lighting was 
included. Listed below is the skeleton that I worked with throughout my choreographic 
process: 
Digital/Futuristic – B&W, Spotlights, Can-lights 
• Abstract/mechanical/controlled; robotic; metal, cold; mirroring/reflective tin 
Slinky/Dominoes – Purple/Blue 
• Filing/leader-follow effect; part to whole 
Work space – green, purple 
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• Pt. 1 – In office 
o Trapped/restricted 
• Pt. 2 – Break in day 
o Relief  
• Pt. 3 – In traffic 
o Anxious/stuck 
City – Blue 
• Traffic in city, embodying aspect of city; stop and go/”hurry up and wait” 
Space – Darker Blue 
• Gravity, embodying space within the body, in relation to other dancers, visually; 
weightlessness; contrasted w stars/particles coming into contact w each other 
Beach/Tropical – Yellows/Lighter Blue/Teal 
• Sand, water, warmth, vibin’ 
Desert – Orange/Red 
• Quick sand, hot dirt, exhaustion 
This skeleton includes many different concepts I worked with, some sections were more 
clear and others I wanted to explore with my cast more, but it shines light on the 
moods, textures, feelings and landscapes/environments that influenced each section of 
choreography. 
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 Creating this skeleton really helped direct my creative progression while 
choreographing, but it still was not enough for me to fully curate a piece that was both 
intellectually and physically captivating. Thus, I sought mentorship from Rosalynde 
LeBlanc Loo (Roz), my modern professor and professional dancer for the Bill T. 
Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company, who I thought would be a great person to discuss 
the concept and ideas I had for my thesis, as Bill T. Jones has discussed and referenced 
African aesthetic numerous times. Roz and I had a deep discussion about the concept 
of my thesis, which really helped my creative process.  
During our discussion, we talked about the fact that hip-hop has not been asked 
to do what ballet and modern have been, where they have been asked to interpret and 
comment on stories of humanity. Although modern and hip-hop differ greatly visually, 
their developments are very similar. Roz thought that my idea of frontal change was 
great and encouraged me to consider asking myself what the dancers are in relation to, 
what the dance is saying and why hip-hop is the best medium to say what it is that I 
want to say about my concept. Additionally, she encouraged me to be rigorous with 
the movement making by complicating it, pushing the boundaries, taking the 
movement of hip-hop as a language and not as a product and finding ways to make 
the choreography more relational and personal as a way to combine an interactive 
show that brings street dance into a performative place that captures an experience 
beyond the large group aesthetic. We then discussed how modern influences could 
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assist my choreographic process, such as taking from the modern idea of a desire to 
use the form to answer a question and referencing modern choreographers with a 
similar aesthetic and desire to incorporate urban artistry, such as Victor Quijada, 
Director of RUBBERBANDance. 
 I was very inspired and anxious to continue my creative development in 
choreographing “rhythm/texture.” After this meeting with Roz, I went through a phase 
of research, for further inspiration, references and educating myself on what is out 
there, what has been done and what has yet to be done. I used YouTube as my 
primary search engine to explore many interviews and works specifically by Victor 
Quijada, Bill T. Jones and Dana Foglia, as well as the Gaga technique. I also 
researched choreographic devices I could explore with, such as transposing movement, 
repetition, rondo, chance procedures, guided improvisation and mirroring when 
exploring rhythm and texture and implemented them in my choreography. 
Additionally, Roz gave me a document (see Media #1) exploring the methods of 
construction for reference, specifically regarding possibilities for variation in unison to 
break up predictability within my piece. Also, I researched a lot about the development 
urban roots, aesthetic, influences and elements. I stumbled upon hip-hop dance 
theater as well, which led me to seeing hip-hop theater companies from all over the 
world.  
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 After the research processes, I felt very inspired to create movement. During this 
time, I created the bulk of my movement, which was inspired by the music and play 
between rhythm and texture. I would typically come into rehearsals with material I 
created ahead of time, then explore with ways to alter it with my cast. We explored a 
lot with using the body as a medium to explore the hip-hop language with a more 
relational, personal and spatial approach than what is typically done in commercial hip-
hop currently. With this, we explored not only with choreographic devices, but also 
with space, where we would explore with different formations as well as spacing of 
dancers on stage. To break away from the unison, frontal-driven urban aesthetic of 
today, we also played a lot with variations of facings and amount of dancers on stage 
and doing the movement in unison.  
At times, the exploration procedure would be a challenge because due to 
schedule conflicts, some of my rehearsals were late at night and my cast would not be 
fully focused and artistically explorative mentally and/or physically as I would have 
hoped. Furthermore, my rehearsal experience also included me asking the dancers to 
explore different rhythms and textures, where I wanted their personal aesthetic to be 
captured and conveyed. Another challenge I faced during these rehearsals was time 
management, where I wished after every rehearsal that we had a bit more time to 
explore together, because such a large part of my thesis was the creative process and 
collaborating with my cast. I encouraged my cast to make suggestions and give input 
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during the rehearsals as well to harness their collaboration in the creative development 
of this piece. Lastly, I wanted to incorporate and transform b-boy movements, so I had 
a fellow dancer that specializes in breaking to come in and teach my cast partnering 
break dancing moves that we weaved into one of the sections of my piece.  
 Towards the end of my choreographic process, I hit another block for the last 
minute of my piece. I really wanted to end my piece on a very strong note that tied 
everything together, but was in the mindset of continuous movement making. I 
decided this would be a good time to sit down with Roz again, review my 
choreography up to that point and throw around ideas for the ending. After viewing 
my piece via video, Roz said that I have more than enough material and suggested that 
I revisit some of the unison phrases in beginning of the piece, break them into chunks 
and play with a rondo, where I would assign letters to my cast and see what happens. 
This way, I could bring back familiar motifs and material, but slightly alter the 
movements. Prior to our talk, I had the idea of using a rondo device at the end because 
the last section of the song has a heavy build then slowly decreases instrument by 
instrument, so I took this idea and ran with it because Roz had reinforced it as well. I 
pulled my first four eight-counts of choreography apart, but broke it up into eight-
count segments, then assigned each fragment a number. From there, I then randomly 
assigned each fragment a choreographic device to explore with in rehearsal. It ended 
up that I actually had too much material in the end, which was ironic because I thought 
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I did not have enough going into that final section of choreography. In the end, my 
choreographic process served as a wonderful learning experience, as it was my first 
time ever using the parameters of a modern approach, especially to hip-hop 
movement. I was very pleased with how my cast contributed to my work in each 
member’s own unique way that allowed the piece come together so nicely.  
 In conclusion, Roz kindly agreed to come to my last rehearsal to observe my 
piece and give feedback. This last rehearsal was really crucial because that is when I 
finally felt my piece come together. Roz gave suggestions on formations, bodies in 
space and clarity during certain sections, which helped tremendously to have a second 
eye. Moreover, both choreography, directing and performing in my own piece was 
definitely a challenge during the entirety of my creative process. With the help of 
trusted faculty and peers, I was lucky to have a second eye and opinion in rehearsals at 
times, which also allowed me to feel comfortable performing the movement because I 
had adequately rehearsed the piece.  
B. VISUAL 
The creative process in which I created my visuals entailed two components: 
videography and motion graphics. The first method I underwent to create my visuals 
was filming my dancers one-by-one in front of a green screen (see Media #2). With the 
help of my film friends, Sophie Bruza and Izzy Pollack, I was able to access filming 
equipment, lighting and a screen green to properly film my dancers. During this shoot, 
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each dancer improvised in front of the green screen solo while following the tasks I 
called out I had each dancer ensue the following improvisation cues: thrashy, smooth, 
create a rhythm, pedestrian/walking, one continuous groove, any tricks, four abstract 
poses and face the side then turning their head towards the camera. This shoot got me 
very excited about editing and exploring these clips. The one setback we had during 
this shoot was that the green screen was difficult to dance on because it would crumple 
below the dancer’s feet, which made it hard to edit out after.  
The second part of creating my visuals was to edit these clips and explore with 
them through After Effects, the motion graphics program (see Media #3). The largest 
challenge I faced with using After Effects is how tedious and slow the computer 
processer is, thus a very time-consuming practice. With this factor, the completed 
visual project took around 20 hours to create and finalize. I learned After Effects only a 
couple month prior to creating this portion of my project, but with the help of Izzy, I 
was thankfully able to collaborate with this project. Our initial step after the shoot was 
to transfer the video files and edit out the background so that only the dancer could be 
seen. We then created pre-compositions of each dancer, but altered each in different 
ways.  
 My inspiration for the visual portion of my project was Batsheva’s “Flock” 
promotion video (see Media #4), where the dancers are in black and white, dancing 
against a white background and are edited in a playful way that matches the rhythm. 
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What I liked about this video was the simplicity, use of space on the screen and 
rhythmic play. I wanted the visuals to be something that was clean, simple and 
aesthetically pleasing to the audience. Another factor that influenced the creative 
process of creating my visuals was the aesthetic of my choreography. I wanted visuals 
that would act as an introduction of what the audience was able to see in a live 
performance, thus I created my visual aesthetic to match my choreographic aesthetic 
that was clean and tight but very complex.  
Initially, I solely had this inspiration and wanted the visuals to happen organically 
with this aesthetic in mind. After pre-composing each cast member uniquely, we then 
explored with layering different colored backgrounds behind each dancer. This 
sparked an idea to create a title sequence feel, which would essentially be like the 
opening scene in a movie, but for this project, a live dance performance. This was 
really an incredible experience for me because it opened my eyes up to the 
possibilities that can be created from motion graphics. Simply editing one segment 
and mirroring it to form a “#” sparked a whole idea of how to open my dance 
performance in a unique way. From there, I figured that I could spell out “#visual” with 
each dancer being a letter, then drew out the path for each dancer. All of my ideas for 
the visuals came very organically; they stemmed solely from my imagination and were 
influenced by the rhythm of my track and the result of my edits. 
My development with After Effects was really interesting and exciting. Before this 
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project, I felt very new and inexperienced with the program, but after I completed the 
visual portion of my project I felt so much more comfortable and really interested in 
exploring further the possibilities I can create with motion graphics and dance. My 
creative process for the visuals was really just letting the material lay the foundation, 
exploring different possibilities with different effects and editing and playing with 
altering concepts that both video and dance share, such as space and time. From this, I 
can to a surprisingly realization that a frame and a stage are essentially the same thing. 
Once I realized that the frame that I was working in digitally could act as a stage, it 
opened up endless possibilities. Ever since I decided to go down the design route, I 
have felt conflicted in how to relate a two-dimensional graphic design space with a 
three-dimensional dance space, but with the discovery of motion graphics, I feel that I 
have found my niche in design that I can identify with, which is a great feeling.  
C. AUDIO 
Before any choreography was created, my first step was collaborating with a music 
producer to create and unique and original track for my thesis. Deciding on music was 
a bit of a challenge in the beginning phases of my project because I knew that I wanted 
a track that had hip-hop beats, but was more modern and did not have lyrics. There are 
three reasons why I did not want my audio to have lyrics. The first, because what gives 
hip-hop a bad reputation is due to the lyrics, not the beat; thus, by eliminating the 
lyrics, I could solely focus on the mastery of the beat and the true artistry of hip-hop 
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music. This follows my thesis concept and attempt to add value to hip-hop. Secondly, I 
wanted my piece to fit in a more performative, concert dance setting, which does not 
typically use lyrics. Lastly, I did not want the lyrics to be the driving factor behind my 
movement, as I know it would have been out of habit. I wanted to push myself to 
choreograph my piece without this factor influencing my work. I also considered 
copyright infringement, and knew I would be using this track for both a live 
performance and online, so I did not want any problems with gaining access or being 
unable to use it in the public domain.  
Initially, I did not have access to a music producer, so I considered compiling the 
instrumental versions of some of my favorite hip-hop tracks, both new and old. I felt 
like this would clearly provide the urban vibe that I wanted, yet take away the lyrics for 
added value and artistry. However, I was not fully committed or in love with this idea. I 
wanted something that I had creative control over, even if I could not produce music, I 
at least wanted a say in how my audio would sound. I wanted something uniquely 
made just for my project, and once I get an idea I want to happen in my head, I pursue 
it. So, I contacted my friend Maurice who is one of the most brilliant producers I have 
came across, a great friend and someone I could trust with creating something that I 
would love, as he had created a composition for me in the past. Thankfully, he agreed, 
and we planned to meet over Winter Break. During our first meeting, I first explained 
the concept of my thesis to allow him to get a feel for what I wanted. Then, I showed 
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him references that were first dance-related, then musically-related. I told him I wanted 
something that was rooted in hip-hop, but had a modernistic, instrumental, raw feel to 
it. We searched through hundreds of tracks in his library, and I would tell him if I liked it 
or not, and we did this for a couple hours. This was simply for him to understand what 
type of sound I was leaning towards for this track.   
About two weeks after our studio session, Maurice sent me the first run of my track. 
It was 11 minutes and needed a lot of tightening, so after we discussed it, he 
understood what I liked and what I did not. After about a week and a half, he sent me 
the second run of my track, which I absolutely fell in love with and said it was perfect, 
no need for further revisions. Although I only needed one revision of my track, this 
process was a bit of a setback because it took him time to edit, and I could not fully 
start my choreographic development until I received my full track. Furthermore, with 
my decision to interview my cast members and use it as audio, I was also faced with the 
setback of finding the time to accommodate mine and my dancer’s schedules to record 
their interviews (see Media #5). During these interviews I asked them questions both 
pertaining to the concepts of my thesis as well as personal questions such as how they 
relate to rhythm, utilize texture and define hip-hop. This was one of my favorite parts of 
my thesis exploration because I loved hearing the unique answers that each dancer 
would share. Once all of the interviews were completed, I used GarageBand to chop 
and spliced each dancer’s interview audio to create a unique track. This surprisingly 
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took longer than expected, as there was a lot of strategy behind where a placed each 
audio fragment and long interviews that I had to listen to and cut. After cutting the 
interviews together, I added in a section of the instrumental version of Kendrick 
Lamar’s “Alright,” because it is one of my favorite songs and I wanted some variety for 
the section that I wanted my dancers to be dancing to so the audience did not get 
bored with hearing minutes of interviews. Incorporating interviews in the beginning 
sparked my idea to add in a segment of Bill T. Jones talking about pushing and 
questioning the boundaries of hip-hop in his interview, “Bill T. Jones: A Life Well-
Danced,” that I really enjoyed. Thus, I edited the audio to go from interviews, to 
continued interviews with the instrumental version of “Alright” playing in the 
background, to the full seven-minute track that Maurice created for me with an added 
30-second segment of a Bill T. Jones interview, totaling in 19 minutes.  
D. INSTALLATION 
My curation for the installation was actually a lot less work than I expected it to be. 
Firstly, I identified what textures each of the dancers said they were in their interview, 
then brainstormed creative ways in which each texture could be portrayed interestingly 
as a part in an interactive installation. The textures and installation for each of the 
dancers are as follows:  
Angelica: Pop Rocks – Pop Rocks that could be placed into water 
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Anna: Chocolate Chips – Three different kinds of chocolate chips (milk, dark and 
white chocolate) that could be mixed together or eaten 
Hailey: Peanut butter – Colored peanut butter that could be painted onto a blank 
canvas using a paint brush 
Justice: Wave/Water – Glowing, colored oil that could be dropped and infused into 
water 
Kathleen: Melted Marshmallow – Marshmallows melting on top of a candle diffuser 
and vase containing both whole and melted marshmallows 
Me: Glass – Glass vase containing broken pieces of glass that could be played with 
Sydney: Buoyancy – Balloon floating on top of water with lights projected beneath 
it  
This installation was created to capture the essence of texture within each dancer in my 
cast (see Media #6). I wanted the audience to interact with each of the seven textures 
to get a feel and sense of how one can embody these textures using the body as a 
medium and hip-hop as a language to explore the concept of texture. 
As this was a more last-minute decision, I used my mom as a point of inspiration 
and contact during the process of creating this project. My mom is visually-inclined, like 
me, and has a very good eye when it comes to creating an interior design look and 
arranging objects aesthetically in space. The biggest challenge I had during this 
procedure was finding the materials to use in such a short amount of time. I spent a lot 
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of hours trying to figure out how I was going to display each installation, and my mom 
brought to my attention LED tables, podiums and the like. Thus, I felt like this would 
add the perfect touch to my interactive installation and similarly go along with the 
modern, futuristic aesthetic of my thesis. We ended up renting one cocktail table, one 
regular table with a glass top and two podiums and a go-go box that was octagon-
shaped. The go-go box was a very last minute idea that I thought would be a cool 
addition to the beginning of my thesis (see Media #7).  
Initially, I had planned on the dancers to improvise as their texture while their 
interview audio was playing with simple spotlighting, but when I came across the go-
go box I thought it would tie in nicely with the installation display if I placed the go-go 
box on stage and that would be what the dancers danced on during their texture audio 
clip. Metaphorically, it worked as well, where as the audience get to interact and 
explore with their physical texture in the lobby before doors open, they get to 
observed the dancers on the go-go box as if they are live installations. This worked 
very cohesively with my desire to bring the audience in to an experience while 
breaking the fourth wall and allowing them to interact with my piece and its concepts.  
E. PUBLIC RELATIONS/PUBLICITY 
My process for creating and advertising the event was a bit challenging due to the 
logistic of using Strub Theater. This process started first semester during the early 
phases of planning my thesis. In December, Angelica and I finalize our plan to combine 
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our two theses to increase attendance and have a longer showcase of work. At this 
point, we had been in contact with Samantha Whidby, our Lighting Designer, and with 
Damon, the Dance Department Chair, in order to get the ball rolling on planning this 
event. I created a timeline for my thesis as well as a day-of timeline for the event so we 
would be on track and meet deadlines as necessary. I also gathering volunteers to 
assist during the night of the event, to pass out our programs and do any task needed. 
January and February was a bit of a stressful time, because at this point, it was still up 
in the air if we had the space or not. This was a setback because if we had gotten 
concrete details locked in, like the time and place, we would have been able to 
advertise for it more effectively. Through this process, I learned that one can never plan 
too early for an event and staying in contact with event coordinators and organizers is 
crucial, even if it feels like one is pestering them. Nonetheless, we had an amazing turn 
out, aside from the uncertainty while planning this event.  
My approach for publicity first started with gathering collateral material for our 
poster, then designing it (see Media #8). After the poster was created, the Facebook 
event was creating in order to promote our event. In the Facebook event, a short 
excerpt about both mine and Angelica’s senior theses were discussed. Furthermore, I 
emailed Carol Jones, Senior Administrative Coordinator, to ask her to send an email 
blast about our event to the LMU Dance faculty, students and alumni. Additionally, 
Angelica and I printed 25 posters and hung them in various, high traffic areas around 
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LMU’s campus. I also created the program for the event, which included the title of our 
pieces, our cast and credits (see Media #9). For my personal publicity, I printed a 50 x 
20 banner with the title of my thesis, it’s subtitle and my name with a graphic to hang 
with my interactive installation (see Media #10), as well as had a video promotion made 
for my event that was posted on my social media accounts. Lastly, Angelica and I 
sought out three film major friends of ours to film the whole night, from the lobby to 
after the show to both capture our hard work as well as have a tangible memory that 












SECTION THREE | THE RESULT 
 My senior thesis showcase took place on April 2, 2016 in Strub Theater at 7pm. 
Overall, the experience was great, but there was a major setback in my performance. 
Mistakenly, I did not transfer my visual file onto the computer that would be playing 
the graphics from prior to my performance. Late and stressed as is due to last minute 
printing of the program, I ran over to transfer my file to the main computer. As I 
transferred my file over to the main computer, it was rendered unreadable. Somehow 
in the transfer from computer to computer, my file got corrupted to the point that it 
could not be read. At that point, half of my senior thesis presentation was ruined and 
sleepless nights were wasted, as I lost the visual component to my thesis. Frantically, I 
was determined to quickly render the file again in hope that it would be completed 
quickly, but by that time it was 7:15pm, I had a lobby full of people waiting to watch 
the showcase and the rendering of my visual file would have taken around an hour.  
At this moment, I wanted to give up. I had worked too hard for my graphics to 
be cut and my full vision of the night to not unveil as planned. Luckily, I had Izzy there 
to help me through this time where I wanted to call my showing off and did not know 
what to do. He told me that this was the perfect moment for my artistry to shine – 
when things go wrong, it is an opportunity to reach into my artistry and create 
something in the moment. By this time, the audience started to trickle in. I was so 
upset and bummed out that I could not think, but I had to be quick on my feet. I called 
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my cast backstage and told them that as soon as the instrumental version of “Alright” 
started playing, one-by-one we would head towards the illuminated go-go box in the 
center of the stage, dance around it and on my cue, get up on the box and improvise. 
To my luck, this plan worked. We traveled in a circle around the illuminated box, then 
when the audio clips about texture started playing, I cued dancer-by-dancer to go up 
and improvise. After the completion of the improvisation section, there was a lack of 
technical execution for transferring the heavy go-go box from on stage to off stage 
because we did not end up having time to rehearse this transition prior to the 
showcase.  
However, when both getting feedback from the audience and watching the 
video back, it did not look as bad as I thought it did. Next would have been the 
segment of motion graphics projected, but instead the audio just played in the theater 
with the stage black. Thankfully, this only lasted about a minute. Furthermore, the 
lighting cue was about 30 seconds too early, so us dancers were crouched down in our 
starting position with the lights up. Again, this was not as bad as I imagined, as it felt 
like an hour on stage, but still was far from what I planned. Lastly, when giving my 
music to Sam, my audio files got very confusing because I had edited and renaming 
files that I gave her the incorrect version. It was still one of the final versions I had 
created, but some parts of the interview audio were very low, which made it sound 
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unprofessional. No one mentioned this after the show, so I assume that no one 
noticed, and if they did, they thought it was on purpose. 
The actual dancing portion of my thesis went well. All of my dancers felt really 
good about it, and I felt a lot of good energy on the stage. During the performance, 
we felt very connected, committed and in the moment. I received a lot of great 
feedback from the audience, who said that it was great, aesthetically pleasing and they 
did not know that there were technical difficulties. My peers also told me that they 
totally understood my concept and what I was trying to portray and explore within the 
piece, which made me feel good because that was the whole objective of my thesis, as 
well as successful in my efforts towards my concept. I also received feedback that the 
audience felt that my piece was very personal, genuine, uniquely creative, expressed 
my personal artistic voice and truly about the dancers, which is exactly what my 
intention was.  
Additionally, my interactive installation went a lot better than I expected, which 
cheered me up after everything that had happened. Initially, I thought that no one 
would really interact with the installation or understand what to do, but to my surprise 
it was completely utilized and played with, which actually created a wonderful 
keepsake for me to remember the night and all of those who were a part of the 
experience. The illuminated podiums ended up being the perfect way to display my 
installation and really added an additional dimension and professional look and feel to 
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my work. Thus, although most of my performance was unplanned and not what I 
wanted, I was happy to say that at least these two aspects went really well and how I 
envisioned them.  
From this experience, I learned a lot about what I need to develop further 
entering the world of professionals. The first thing I need to develop more is setting a 
timeline for myself to stay on track and keep organized. This was the main downfall of 
my thesis. I had so many new, great ideas, but what was lacking was the execution and 
finial polish on my showcase as a whole. Had I not been short on time due to printing 
out the programs last minute, I would have been able to have my motion graphic file 
ready to go with a test run already set. I felt very unprepared when it came to show 
day, and I know that was all on me not meeting deadlines and running short on time. 
My cast and I did not ever get a run through of the full piece in it’s entirety with the 
graphics projected, which was something that should have taken place earlier that day 
had it all been prepared and ready to go. Organization and preparation is key for 
events like these, especially when dealing with technology, and I learned that one can 
never start too or or be too prepared. Furthermore, I learned that technology is 
extremely unreliable, which is why being prepared and having multiple versions of a file 
is crucial.  
On the other hand, I was fulfilled largely by the attendance my showcase 
attained and the love and support from all of my friends and family. The feedback I 
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received was great, constructive and no one even knew any differently than what 
happened at the showcase that night. Aside from the technical difficulties and the 
unexpected occurrences that took place during my showcase, it is really nice knowing 
that I have such a huge group of supporters behind me that are traveling on this artistic 
journey with me and respect and value my artistic work. The final result of my thesis 
showcase was not exactly how I envisioned it, but regardless, I took away many 
learning lessons and am still proud of myself for creative directing and producing my 
entire showcase and all of the hard work, time, thought and devotion I put into making 













SECTION FOUR | THE NEXT STEP 
 Throughout my four years at LMU, I have been adequately prepped through 
technique and academic dance courses to serve my career and life paths after college. 
With the completion of my Senior Thesis Project, I feel prepared and ready to take my 
next step into the professional world of dance. After graduation, I plan on giving 
back/serving the dance community by continuing my studies and pursing a 
professional career as a dancer. I want to contribute my artistry to the dance 
community, specifically the commercial dance industry, where I plan on auditioning 
and performing. I would also like to continue serving the dance community with my 
choreographic aspirations, where I plan to choreograph for a multitude of different 
events – anywhere from guest teaching/choreographing for students to 
choreographing/directing an awards show.  
During my pursuit to becoming a professional dancer, I can use many dance 
courses that have prepped me both physically and cognitively. As I gain recognition 
and work with more and more artists, I would like to start choreographing and 
directing. It is my goal to build upon my choreography and directing skills at LMU, 
where I have adequate experience after creatively directing and producing my Senior 
Thesis Showcase, Visual Mutations. Using my Senior Thesis Project as a “sample” of my 
artistic work allowed me to experience firsthand how choreography and directing 
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happens in the real world, as well as taught me valuable lessons that have made me 
more confident in pursuing this goal.  
Aside from my dance career path, I am also interested in taking a design career 
path, where I would like dance to influence my designs as well as find a way to 
integrate the two art forms. One way in which I can integrate the two art forms of 
design and dance is to create motion graphics influenced or inspired by dance, as I did 
for my thesis. Another way to integrate dance and design is to have dance principles 
and fundamentals, such as concepts like space and form, to cohesively mix or influence 
the way in which I design. Likewise, I can do the opposite, where I can have certain 
aspect of design, either formal or visual, influence my creative vision or direction for a 
piece or event that I choreograph or direct in the future. Ultimately, I plan on 
integrating dance as a part of my life beyond LMU to extend to my career and even 
overlap with other aspirations and career paths that I want to pursue. After completing 
my thesis, I feel more experienced and confident to pursue my aspiration to combine 
dance and design. 
Moreover, I plan on using dance as a part of my life after LMU not only as 
experience within the dance realm, but also for all of the life skills that I have gained 
throughout my four years. LMU has prepared me to be  a mentally, cognitively and 
physically educated dancer as well as person overall. I have found that there are many 
ways in which a dancer’s career can contribute to communities and society as a whole 
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without even moving a body part. I learned that a dancer attains many real-life skills 
that are important and will reciprocate after graduation, such as communicating 
opinions/visions clearly, time management, creative innovations and the like. Dance is 
more than a physical art form, for it integrates the mind and the body in ways that 
others cannot that can be applied to any career path beyond college.   
Furthermore, I would like to contribute to the commercial dance industry, 
especially concerning choreography. I would love to contribute my ideas and visions to 
an industry that can be very much commercialized and use my artistry in a positive way 
to bring about issues and break constructs of popular culture. Many famous dancers 
and choreographers are well-known today due to media hype, but I would like to 
contribute true dance artistry, beyond simply commercialized dance that will just attract 
viewers. From my dance courses at LMU, I have learned the difference from educated 
dancers and dancers who simply dance to make money and do tricks. Thus, I would like 
to bring the education and cognition to the commercial industry. The academic dance 
classes that I have taken throughout my years at LMU have informed my dance 
decisions and hopefully inspire and evoke dancers around me to do the same. When 
choreographing, I hope to bring the knowledge that I have accumulated over the years 
and set pieces that are deeper than just an entertaining performance. Yes, I love 
dancing and choreographing for pure entertainment, but I think what the commercial 
industry is lacking are educated and cognitively-minded dancers and choreographers 
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alike that produce meaningful dance. This is why I would like to start implementing this 
concept in the commercial industry who needs it the most.  
Although I am prepared for life after college, there is always room for 
improvement and one can never fully stop learning. Ergo, I plan on continuing my 
dance studies and building upon the foundation I have laid during my four years at 
LMU, as well as the lessons I have learned from directing and producing Visual 
Mutations. This truly is just the beginning, and there is a long road ahead of me to get 
where I would like to be in the next ten years, but I am focused and determined to 
achieve my goals. I am excited for all of the opportunities that lie ahead of me post-
graduation and could not be more grateful for the four years that LMU has prepared 

















Media #2: Photograph of video shoot with green screen, Anna Chorneyko 
 
https://youtu.be/nfDaoxuIuMw 
Media #3: Link to Visual Mutations Motion Graphics 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=inQA-1jZsP4 
Media #4: Link to Batsheva’s “Flock” 
 
 
Media #5: Photograph of filmed interview, Hailey Transue 
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Media #6: Interactive Installation 
 
 












Media #9: Spread of Thesis Showcase Program 
visual mutations
Directed by Danielle King
visual mutations is multi-art and interactive experience that 
is centered around the concepts of rhythm and texture. 
The night will consists of photography, installation, mo-
tion graphics/video, dancing and lighting to embody and 
explore rhythm and texture. The dancing portion, rhythm/
texture, is a piece rooted in hip-hop, but challenged with 
a modernistic approach to create something greater and 
more artistically intellectual than today’s commercialized, 
industry hip-hop by using the body as a medium to 
explore the hip-hop language with a more relational, 
personal and spatial approach.
Director, Choreographer, Motion Graphics, Installation, 
Wardrobe Stylist, Publicity/Poster/Program: Danielle King
Cinematography: Sophie Bruza 
Co-editor: Izzy Pollak
Music: Maurice Tamraz
Lighting Director: Samantha Whidby
Dancers: Anna Chorneyko, Justice Domingo, Sydney 
Franz, Kathleen Kenny, Danielle King, Angelica Migliazza, 
Hailey Transue
DAY DREAM
Directed by Angelica Migliazza
DAYDREAM is an album release experience featuring four main songs on Sam Louis’ 
upcoming Album- DAY DREAM. Directed by Angelica Migliazza. This experience 
focuses on the importance of collaboration while creating a full artistic performance 
including live singing, dancing, visuals, fashion, and lighting to satisfy your senses.
Sam’s goal of this album was to combine genres and create a versatile collection of 
songs that are fresh and original. His experimental style inspired Angelica to collab-
orate with various choreographers from different backgrounds and let them explore 
his new sounds. Each melody transcends you into a different reality and always leaves 
you guessing what is next. 
1. Chet Porter- Awakening 
Dancers: Hailey Transue, Kathleen Kenny, Erin Funk, Emilee Theno, Danielle 
King, Kati Simon, Hannah Chapagne, Nicole Closson, Ashley Rich and Alfred 
Arizala
2. Sunset Love- Sam Louis
Dancers: Hailey Transue, Kathleen Kenny, Erin Funk, Emilee Theno, Danielle 
King, Kati Simon, Hannah Chapagne, Ashley Rich and Alfred Arizala
Choreographer: Miranda Ordonez
3. On Fire- Sam Louis
Dancers: Ashley Rich, Danielle King, Kathleen Kenny, Hannah Champagne, 
Kati Simon, Erin Funk, Alfred Arizala, Emilee Theno
Choreographer: Danielle King
4. Drowning in Your Love- Sam Louis
Dancers: Hailey Transue
Choreographer: Hailey Transue, Angelica Migliazza
5. Crave U- Sam Louis
Dancers: Erin Funk, Hannah Champagne, Kathleen Kenny, Kati Simon, Hailey 
Transue, Nicole Closson
Choreographer: Megan Cutler
6. Senses- Matt Migz (ft. Sam Louis)
7. Sad Machine- Porter Robinson (Anamanaguchi Remix)
Dancers: Hailey Transue, Hannah Champagne, Emilee Theno, Ashley Rich, 
Angelica Migliazza, Alfred Arizala
Danielle King, Kathleen Kenny, Erin Funk, Kati Simon, Nicole Closson




Media #10: Visual Mutations Banner 
 
https://we.tl/ZqM3y8uEvB 
Media #11: Visual Mutations Showcase Film 
